SnoCobra Installation Instructions
Read ALL Instructions before use.
a. Verify SnoCobra Ski system has been properly assembled as shown in Section A.
b. Verify SnoCobra Ski system settings are adjusted to proper tire size section B.
c. For components identification, see section A.

1. Place ONE ski in front of passenger’s side tire, with strapping system lying to the outside
position of the ski and vehicle.

2. Drive vehicle’s front passenger tire into the saddle until the tire pushed up against the front
cross plate. DO NOT put vehicle in 4WD during operation.

3. With the vehicle in park, put the strapping system around your tire. The strapping system
should be centered over the tire.

4. Lift the cam lever up and place the Cam Pin in the top Cam Pin seat. Adjust the strap
(Adjustment Buckle towards cam pin for larger tire, away for smaller) so that the cam lever
is parallel with the ground when the Cam Pin is in the top Cam Pin Seat.

5. With the cam pin inserted in the cam lever, push the cam lever down with your foot on the
cam lever arm. CAUTION: Do not place fingers on or around the cam lever or around the
pinch point by the cam lever. Fingers can be pinched.

6. Verify that:
a. Saddle plates are the correct width and sides of tire are snug against the saddles.
b. Tire is all the way forward and pushing against the front cross plate.
c. Strapping system is centered on the tire and is not twisted.
d. Cam lever is locked down and free from any obstruction.

7. Install the locking pin through the handle. Make sure to connect the spring to the pin.

The first ski has been installed. Please refer to instructions 9 – 12 for the second ski installation.

8. Place the second ski in front of driver’s side front tire, with the proper adjustments made as
shown in section B. Place strapping system to the outside of the ski and vehicle.
9. Drive vehicle front tire into saddle of ski until tire pushes against front cross plate. Do Not
put vehicle in 4WD.
10. Once vehicle is put in Park, repeat steps 3 – 8.
11. Skis are ready for use.
Warning: Never put a vehicle in 4WD when the SnoCobra ski system has been installed.

Removal
Instructions for removing the SnoCobra ski system.
1. Make sure vehicle is stopped and in the Park position, on snow or ice, and is on level ground.
2. Both skis should be taken off at the same time. This prevents one ski from going in reverse that
might cause damage to the ski.
3. Remove the locking pin from the handle on both skis.
4. Grab onto the cam lever arm and pull it up and towards the front tire. (Both skis)
5. When the cam lever releases pressure take out the cam pin with the strap from the hook on the
cam lever. (Both skis)
6. Lay the straps aside and away from behind the skis and away from the vehicle.
7. Put the vehicle in reverse and back out of the skis.
8. Removal complete.

